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Abstract

This paper presents a controversial approach to innovating educational role-play. It is
argued that we should stop thinking games as an entertaining mean for facilitating
participation, and instead try to see games as a content provider and feedback
mechanism. A theoretical model is presented on how learning games can benefit
from such thinking, allowing learning games to change focus from trivial drill-andpractice purposes, to facilitating advanced learning processes, such as reflection and
change learning.

Games are
getting
popular
within
education

Games in various forms are currently enjoying a lot of interest across various
educational settings, and it is becoming increasingly popular to proclaim games as
the future for learning. One of the main reasons why games are being invited into
learning environments is its ability to facilitate intrinsic motivation and make learning
a pleasurable experience.

Being stuck
in entertainment

But even though games are being used for innovating learning environments, this
innovative thinking does not seem to have affected the way of thinking games in
general. The use of games in the educational setting generally seems aimed towards
entertaining its participants (Papert, 1998), and as long as game providers and
demanders meet each other on these terms, the educational use of gaming will stay
stuck in the discourses of edutainment, which are widely criticised (see EgenfeldtNielsen (2005) for a review).

From tools of
entertainment to tools
of learning

A main consequence of this practice is that game based learning is being framed as
an entertaining tool for training purposes, preventing learning games from fulfilling
their main purpose, which to my opinion is to provide the learning setting with
sophisticated feedback and content providing mechanisms. Games may be able to
contribute with as a provider of participational incentives, but a much more
interesting contribution seems to spring from games framed as content and feedback
providers. This paper presents both arguments on why such reframing is interesting,
as well as displaying a model on how it could be done.

Fun as a
mean, not as
a goal

By insisting that games should be brought forward for its ability to entertain, the
fruitful exploration of alternative applications is inhibited, if not totally prevented. To
my opinion, entertainment should only be viewed as a possible mean in learning
games, rather than a definite goal. Similarly, emphasis should be placed upon the
learned benefit, framing this benefit as the goal for the game based learning process.

How to
innovate
learning
games

If we are willing to innovate games on the one characteristic that is actually selling
educational games today, we might be able to build better learning games. In order
to innovate on this characteristic, we must allow ourselves to question the general
assumption that games should be entertaining. Better games are seen as not just
funnier games, but games which actually provide its participants with relevant,
usable and measurable learning benefits. The core of this approach to innovate
learning games is fuelled by asking whether making games entertaining is the only
participational incentive we have. The main question asked is:
What are the consequences, to the learning process and benefit, if the
entertaining participational incentives were replaced with alternatives, e.g.
fruitful frustration or narrative desire?
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This problem is explored through the presented framework, using change learning as
focus and the educational role-play “Visitation Game” (VG) as the main case.
Fun or
Entertainment?

Mechanics
for
facilitating
change

Several writers have addressed the notion of making games fun, presenting different
theoretical frameworks for producing participational incentives, usable for producing
non-entertaining incentives. An influential fun-deconstructing framework is presented
by Malon & Lepper (1987), presenting a number of cognitive and social mechanisms
that are often employed in game-based activities. Three other mechanisms or
determinants that may be produced within the game setting and employed as
incentives are tendencies towards seeking mastery or pleasure (Csikszentmihalyi,
1975) or Piaget’s concept of equilibrium (von Glasersfeld, 1975). The core concept of
the latter three is to place the participant in less desirable situations, instead of
placing him in an immediately pleasant situation, thereby producing a drive towards
the more desirable situation. A model for such participational incentives is presented
late in the paper.

Old concept,
new application

The concept of using such processes in learning environments is not a new one, and
has previously been presented by Lewin (1947) and Schein (1962) (see Høyrup
(1975) for a review), long before role-play was framed as a mean for entertainment
(Konzack, 2001). The new thing is how we can meet current and future educational
demands, how they affect our understanding of learning games and if we can design
learning games that helps us in doing so.

Reflection
and Change
as new
learning
Objectives

A current tendency within educational demands is an emphasis on processual
knowledge, such as reflection and change. These objectives are interesting as they
both are concerned on what is learned and how it is done. Another tendency is the
demand for learning environments that help participants in associating theoretical
knowledge and practical application as well as taking the participant’s existing
knowledge and competencies into consideration.

Role-play for
taking
existing
know-ledge
into account

Emphasis in this paper is placed upon producing personal or organisational change.
Change and change management often implies an essentialistic approach to learning,
allowing someone outside the learning organism to decide what is essential to learn,
rather than letting the participant decide. A role-play based approach is used to
present a frame for how change management can be facilitated, as well as how
personal knowledge can interact with the process, thereby producing a more
existentialistic approach to the essentialisticly defined learning objectives.

Need for a
new theory

In this paper, my aim is to provide an example on how learning games, based on role
play, can be utilised in order to meet the objectives concerning benefit and
requirements stated above. To do so, a theory of the role-play-based process must
be formulated in order to grasp the basis for the learning process. Furthermore, a
theoretical understanding on learning must be applied, taking both role-play as a
process into account, and on the same time grasping the use of alternative
incentives. These approaches will briefly be sketched below.

Role,
character
and
participant

Building
tools

Understanding the role-play based process
Role-play is investigated as media for the game based learning process due to its
ability to combine the participant’s personal perspectives with those of an external
character into a role (Henriksen, 2004), and its ability to place this combination in a
simulated practice (Henriksen, 2000). This ability to combine perspectives allows us
to build sophisticated and individualised participational trajectories across a game
practice. This makes the role-play an effective tool for creating specific experiences
that can be utilised for learning purposes, as well as bridging new and existing
knowledge, thereby creating the basis for constructivist orientated learning
processes.
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Role-play

Educational role-play consists of three elements; first on role-play, second on gamebased learning, and third on learning in general. Role-play is considered “.. a medium
where a person, through immersion onto a role and the world of this role, is given
the opportunity to participate in, and interact with the contents of this world, and its
participants” (Henriksen, 2005:54;2003:110). This provides the learning setting with
an element of interaction and feedback, as well as an explorative element of the
game content.

Learning
games

When it comes to games and learning, an important distinction lies in the difference
between learning games, games used for learning purposes, and game-based
learning processes; whereas learning games are developed and applied with the
Games for
explicit purpose of educating its participants, this feature makes them distinct from
Learning
commercial games that are used for educational purposes. Whereas the first is
Game-based
developed in order to facilitate and support learning, the second is developed in order
learning
to entertain and sell copies. The third element, game-based learning processes are
processes
elements, which are recognizable and sometimes usable in games used for learning –
such processes are the building blocks of learning games. As learning games have an
explicit purpose, that is to facilitate learning, the game must embed learning
processes, through with learning can take place. An example of such is the feedback
mechanism.
Learning as
an explicit
and
purposeful
process

The third element of an understanding the process is the learning perspective. A
common distinction is made between implicit and explicit learning processes.
Edutainment often relies on implicit processes, whereas education in general is seen
as a deliberate, explicit process, turned towards an objective (see e.g. Lave (1999)).
This provides the learning game with a purpose, which affects the participational
incentives; the learning games does not have to lure its participants into the game
by competing with other entertaining activities, the overall incentive is provided – all
the game has to do is to immerse the participant into the relevance of the learning
objective.

Defining
educational
role-play

Educational role-play is therefore seen as a media, which is explicit on its purpose,
allowing a participant to immerse into and interact with a setting, which is enriched
by an objective relevant content, as well as mechanisms that facilitates learning,
taking existing personal knowledge of the participant into account in the learning
situation.

Areas of
attention

Such definition calls for three areas of attention – first towards the participational
incentives concerned with engaging the participant, second the feedback mechanisms
concerned with turning the game into an educational setting, and third the content
providing elements used for communicating relevant perspectives to the participants.
These issues are investigated throughout the paper.

Immersion
as a driving
force

Another key issue explored is the element of immersion, the sensation of being
surrounded by another reality (Murray, 1997:98), making the game setting,
problems and goals staged as actual and relevant to the participant (Henriksen,
2002). Such immersion allows for alternative participational incentives to be
explored, e.g. how incentives as frustration, narrative desire or cognitive dissonance
affects participation. The aim for such exploration is to explore how such incentives
affect the game process, thereby providing the game designer with more tools for
building effective learning games.

The need for
learning
theory

Competing perspectives: Person vs. Character
In order to understand the learning aspect of such approach games, two issues of
learning theory are relevant to include; first the theoretical approach that helps us
understanding the benefits of the role-play based process, second, the learning
theory must also be able to grasp the effect of the alternative participational
incentives.
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Piaget and
Schein

Focus

Theoretical
contributions

The main emphasis is placed on how we can understand the process and
consequences of utilising the alternative incentives. Two major contributions to such
theoretical construct are the educational perspectives of Piaget’s radical
constructivism (von Glasersfeld, 1995) and those of Schein’s (1962) unfreeze-moverefreeze framework. A post-strucutralist framework is used to draw attention towards
the interplay of the participant and the context provided by the game.
Emphasis is placed upon how the participant’s understanding is affected, partly on
the experience created by the learning game as a whole, partly on the (conflicting)
perspectives of the game.
Consequences for the learning game designer
The overall contribution from the final paper is expected be
a) a theoretical foundation for understanding role-play based learning games,
b) game-developer guidelines for building effective learning games, and
c) a reframing of educational role-play towards being looked upon as a content
provider, rather than a mere mean for participation in learning environments.

Consequence
for the game
designer

A main consequences of the framework presented in this paper, is that it requires the
game-designer to utilise a wider variety of participational incentives, instead of
merely sticking to entertainment. Such incentives could include, but are not limited
to fruitful frustration, irritation, narrative desire, social roles and frames, etc. Malone
& Lepper (1987) presents a variety of such incentives, but are rather brief on
incentives that are not immediately pleasant to the participant, which calls for a
further exploration of such alternatives. My reason for using the term entertainment
Entertainment vs. fun rather than fun is that entertainment is seen as something immediately pleasant,
whereas fun can consist of a number of staging events, which in themselves are
frustrating. When the frustrating element is resolved, pleasurable fun occurs as a
relief (e.g. the situation when the participant places a number in a sudoku game). A
popular framing of such fun is Papert’s (1998) concept of hard fun, utilising fruitful
frustration as a driving incentive.

Attention
towards the
circumstances

Theoretical Approaches
The overall aim for the paper is to present an understanding on how entertainmentalternative incentives affect the game-based learning situation, in order to
understand how such approach can be beneficial to learning game designers. Such
attention towards the circumstances of learning games, as well as how participation
is affected through the structural design of a learning game, calls for a scientific
approach that allows us to go beyond the immediate experience produced by games.

Structures
and
individual
participation

Role-play based learning is therefore investigated from a structuralist approach as its
addresses the determination of structures on individual participation. This approach
presents an anti-humanistic approach to science, rejecting that meaning is
embedded in tings themselves, and instead turns to understand how various
structures manifest and affect a phenomenon (Gregersen, 2005). Such approach is
relevant to investigate both role-play and educational settings, as the investigation
seeks to explore how underlying story or knowledge elements affect the learning
situation, and not just how the game based learning process takes place, as would be
the case of a phenomenological approach.

Structure
determinants
and agency

The structuralist approach implies a determination of the subject’s action. Such
approach is relevant to understanding essentialistic learning environments, which
seek to determine the learned outcome, as well as with games, which seeks to
produce a certain fantasy or perspective with its participants. Role-play based
learning situations distinguish themselves from such pure essentialistic settings by
allowing the participant to co-create his problems, applied strategies, perspectives
and experience, requiring an approach that does not understand the game structure
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as completely determinant to the game outcome. A very common experience from
using games, and especially co-creative games like role-play, is that the outcome
cannot be totally determined from the design. The participant is seen as a factor, but
as a factor within the determining frame. Such co-creative span between the
participant’s actions and the determining frame is addressed as agency within the
post-structuralist approach to science, presenting a frame for understanding this
relationship.

Unfreeze
Move
Refreeze

Schein’s framework of learning
In order to facilitate change, an approach is needed that provides the participant with
sufficient incentive to abandon one perspective for another. Schein (1962) provides
such framework though his unfreeze-move-refreeze-approach to learning. This
approach seeks to provide its participant with an incentive for change, which can be
utilised for facilitating assimilative processes by encouraging the participant to learn
more within an existing frame of knowledge, and for facilitating accommodative
learning processes, thereby encouraging the participant to replace or abandon
certain perspectives.
The model consists of three elements; an unfreezing effort, aimed at motivating the
participant, usually through a disconfirmation of perceived perspective- or approach
sufficiency to a certain problem; a move feature, allowing the participant to evolve
new and more effective perspectives; and a refreeze effort, used to integrate the
learned benefit with the participant’s self image, personality, existing knowledge
structures, etc (Høyrup, 1975).

UNFREEZE

The main purpose for the unfreeze effort is to provide the participant with incentive
for participating in the learning environment, thereby motivating the learning
process. One way of doing so, is by rendering existing knowledge insufficient, a
desire to acquire new and problem sufficient perspectives is according to Schein
(1962) established. Such tendency is similarly presented as a desire for pleasure or
mastery (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) or equilibrium (von Glasersfeld, 1995). In order to
produce the unfreeze, the participant must reflect upon the sufficiency of existing
knowledge and how this knowledge affects his adaptability. In concern to learning
games, this process can both be produced through staging and task definition.

MOVE

The purpose of the move phase or element is to provide the participant with a
perspective rich learning environment that allows him to acquire the perspectives
relevant to handling the events, which originally produced the incentive for learning.
Of particular interest to this paper is how games can provide a setting for matching
the success of various perspectives across different problems. In concern to learning
games, this process is created through problem solving activities.

REFREEZE

The finishing integration of acquired knowledge through the refreezing phase has
proved to be the most difficult process of the three (Høyrup, 1975:198). Both
personal and interpersonal measures can be utilised in order to ensure stability and
duration of the new perspectives (ibid), which can be produced though an experience
of in-game mastery or through reflection. The refreezing process may be problematic
in concern to existing knowledge, producing accommodative processes, or if not
properly conducted a destabilising state of cognitive dissonance. Caution should
therefore be taken in order ensure proper completion of the process.

Insufficiency
Adaptability
Integration
Transfer

A binding part for the three stages is the need for reflective processes, first in order
to realise the insufficiency of current perspectives, second to measure the
adaptability of various approaches during the move, third to integrate new and
existing knowledge, and finally in order to transfer the refrozen perspectives to other
contexts. The three stages are later on in this paper applied to role-play in order to
form an understanding of how role-play based learning can be used for facilitating
change learning.
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Essentialism
and existentialism

An issue in producing change, whether on a personal or organisational level, implies
an orientation discussion between the educational philosophies of essentialism and
existentialism. Whereas essentialism indicates a position stating that someone
external to the learning organism can decide what perspectives are relevant to learn,
existentialism takes to contrary position, stating that only the selection of
perspectives to be learned only can be decided from within the learning organism. In
this paper, a position near the essentialistic perspective is applied, as change
facilitation consists of breaking existing practice within an area, as well as presenting
and implementing perspectives that have not been accepted by the praxis. A main
point in Schein’s model is the initial unwillingness to learn – why would there be a
need for an unfreeze manoeuvre if the participant was willing to learn the presented
knowledge?

Change and
essentialistic
challenges

An essentialistic approach to learning is likely to produce resistance, which also is to
be handled. Schein uses the unfreeze manoeuvre to eliminate eventual resistance,
and to produce incentive for further participation and learning, making his framework
a interesting tool in facilitating change. This application does not mean that learning
games always has an essentialistic approach or content, it is rather a framing of
educational role-play as a powerful tool when facing educational problems within the
area of change or other essentialistic challenges.

Presenting
role-play

Structure
and fictional
recentering

MODEL 1:
The
Structural
Model

Role-play
Two models are presented in order to address that agency produced in role-play,
which is utilised for the educational purpose. A structural model is displayed in order
to frame the processes, whereas a model for analysing perspectives and
interpretations is used for understanding the underlying processes.
The Structural Model
Another model concerned with the question of agency played out between the
participant and the frame produced by the game, is the structural recentering model
(Henriksen, 2000, 2004:110-1), here labelled as the structural model. By applying
the core focus of social psychology to the process of fictional recentering in role-play,
thereby identifying three levels of attention. These three levels; the contextual,
relational and individual, can be used individually in order to create the desired
situation for the agency in the educational role-play.
Model 1: The structural Model
Mundane Reality
Structural Frame
(Context)

Game Context
Fictional Structure
(Context)
Relation &
Action

Relation &
Action

Individual

Role
(Henriksen, 2004)
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Interpretation in roleplay

MODEL 2
The
Interpretative Model

The Interpretive Model
The model interpretive model addresses the participant’s perspective in the role
creation process, seeking to form an understanding that can be utilised for building
game-based learning processes (Henriksen, 2002;2004). The main point of the
model is to point out the various perspectives, which together form the participant
experience.
Model 2: The Interpretative Model

Person
Game
Object
Role

Character

Game
Context

Game
Discourse

In the centre of the model, the game experience itself is represented. To the left are
the elements, helping the participant in forming the individual perspective used
during the game, to the right are the elements forming the structure of the game,
together creating a sphere of agency.
Left side
elements

The left side of the model consists of three elements or perspectives, which together
form approaches to the game (presented on basis of Henriksen (2004:112)):
Person:

Reflecting the mundane participant, including the participant’s
knowledge, values, beliefs, goals, habits, personal approaches,
preferences emotions and the like.

Character: Represents the perspectives that the participants are to apply to the
game. This could consist of playing a specific person (including what
personal perspectives that might bring), or merely selected theoretical
perspectives that are to be tested on various problems during the game.

Role:

Represents our personal interpretation of the character, and consists of a
mixture of perspectives from the participant’s personal repertoire and
selected elements of the character.

Right side
elements

The elements on the right side represent the frame that the participation is played
out in. It consists of a number of objects or phenomena, which are subject to
interpretation, and a number of perspectives and discourses, from which the previous
are interpreted (Henriksen, 2002). In this paper, less attention is paid to this side of
the model, as the application below focuses on the different perspectives of the left
side, across contexts of participation, rather than the experience produced by the
mix of signs and symbols in the constructed frame (See Henriksen, 2004:112-3)

Combining
the models

The to models each address the agency in role-play; whereas the structural
recentering model identifies the three levels of attention, the interpretative model
addresses the content of these three levels; the left side describes the construction
of the various perspectives, forming the basis of the individual approach to the
agency, the right side (which is not addressed in detail) describes the contextual
approach to the agency. Between them all, in the middle of both models, is the
interaction between the two, thereby forming the agency itself.
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Employmency workers

Main Example: the Visitation Game
The visitation game (VG) was a part of the effort done to implement the
consequences of the political reform “Flere i Arbejde” to the Danish unemployment
sector. The purpose of the game was to change visitation (assessment) practice
among employmency workers through the implementation of various tools for
preparing and conducting visitation work. VG was employed by the National Labour
Market Authority and developed by RiA (www.reflection-in-action.dk). Running the
game based implementation was mainly conducted during 2004 with a combined
total of more than 3000 participants, from which I have personally experienced 30
games with an estimated total of 400 participants.

3-hour
lecture and a
learning
game

VG was preceded by a 3-hour lecture on the content and consequences of the
reform, as well as a verbal demonstration of various tools, supporting the idea of the
reform. After lunch, the participants played VG in small groups, where they,
confronted with simulated tasks, were given the opportunity to explore and
experiment with the tools. The participants were clearly resistant to change at first,
but in the confrontation with selected problems, the tools proved their use over
current (personal) approaches. After playing the game, a reflective process was
facilitated, allowing the participants to attribute some success of the tools to the
specific context, but also helped building connecting bridges to their own daily praxis
(mundane reality).

Learning
Change

In overall terms, the game-based experience helped the participants moving from a
resistance towards the change that the tools would bring, into a task where the tools
proved essential, to a reflective combination of tools and personal approaches, and
finally a change of mundane praxis.

Other
examples

Other examples mentioned are Homicide (www.drabssag.dk), a forensics game
teaching science to the upper secondary school, and Medicon Game
(www.medicongame.dk), a Medicon Valley simulation, teaching business economics
to high school students.

Focussing on
change
learning

The applied example is used as it utilises role-play in an educational setting,
focussing on the implantation of producing change on both a personal and an
organisational level. The intervention takes an essentialistic approach to change, as it
attempts to implement certain perspectives and practices into a working praxis.

Understanding structure
and agency
in learning
games

Rebuilding
the models
for analysing
agency

Constructing educational role play for change learning
Whereas the structural model describes the fictional recentering of context,
participation and participant, the interpretative model describes the construction of
interpretating perspectives in role-play (Henriksen, 2004). Together, they address
the relationship between participant and game structure, allowing us to address the
issue of agency in game based learning processes. By using role-play as the core for
game based learning, personal perspectives are addressed through the learning
process. If game based learning fails to take existing knowledge into account, we
both inhibit creative constructionism see Papert (1998)), and we, according to
Galarneau’s (2005) connectivist approach to game based learning, risk creating nonapplicable islands of knowledge.
In order to implement the sense of time from Schein’s model (first performing the
unfreeze procedure, then moving the participant’s perspective, then refreezing at a
new state), the right side of the interpretative model is replaced with three contexts;
mundane reality, the game context and a reflective sphere. This also done in order to
bring attention to the agency of the participant in and across the different contexts of
the learning environment. Such presentation of the model does not present the
proceedings of the game, and therefore neither the communication of the character
perspectives (knowledge, position, values, beliefs, goals, etc.) to the participant.
Such communication is crucial for using the game based learning approach.
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MODEL 3

Model 3: The Perspective Model

Mundane
Reality
Person

Role

Character

Investigating
Person
Role
Character
across
contexts of
participation

Game
Context

Reflective
Sphere

MP

GP

RP

MR

GR

RR

MC

GC

RC

Particular interest is paid to the three levels of knowledge; personal, role and
character, from which the participation takes place; the participant carries along his
usual knowledge and understanding, commonly referred to as personal perspectives.
The perspectives of the character are presented before the game, and are expected
to, in various degrees, to affect the participation. Finally, a combined perspective of
the personal and character perspectives are used as basis for participation, although
the other perspectives may dominate at some times.
The three levels of knowledge, existing (person), new (character) and the
combination (role) are investigated across the three contexts, referred to as
mundane reality, game context and reflective sphere. These are understood as the
following:
The Mundane Reality
The mundane reality refers to our everyday context as the praxis where existing
knowledge is being used, and where the new knowledge is supposed to be used. This
mundane reality is typically characterised by having a greater complexity than the
game context and by being the aim for the game-based learning process.
The Game Context
The game context refers to the game itself, as being a temporary sphere of
participation, governed by rules, and based on the acceptance of a temporarily
accepted, but otherwise rejected discourse. This context is in learning games seen as
experimental spheres of application and exploration for personal and character
perspectives to a given praxis.

Understanding the
outcome of
role-play

Due to the qualitative element of role-play, the outcome is not seen as a quantifiable
outcome (in contrast to Salen & Zimmerman (2004;80)), but rather as the
development, redevelopment, or, according to Galarneau (2005) as connections
between elements of knowledge or knowledge and application. A distinct feature of
the game context is that it creates a simulated praxis (Henriksen, 2000), giving
access to situations not normally available for the participant or for an explorative
approach. Such praxis constitutes a social system (complying with the understanding
of Salen & Zimmerman (2004)), which from a constructivist perspective, consists of
simulations of selected aspects of the mundane reality.
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Why
reflection?

The sphere of reflection
The final sphere of the model consists of a reflective sphere, covering partly the
mundane reality and the game context, as well as an area separated from them
both. The purpose of this placement of the reflective sphere is to illustrate that the
reflective process is crucial in both understanding own participation in the different
contexts, as well as seeing it as a process, which is partly separated from the actions
conducted in both contexts.

Stop-andthink

The main purpose of the reflective sphere is to address the need for an activity,
which according to Høyrup (2006) implies a stop-and-think assessment of the hows
and whys of own participation in a context, either in action, or in a retrospect.
Another purpose of the reflective process is according to van Ments (1999) to clarify
experience and straighten out errors during the learning game, errors that, according
to Høyrup may lead to false learning (2006:91-2).

What is
reflection?

Reflection is seen according to van Bolhuis-Poortvliet & Snoek (quoted in Woerkom,
2003:40/Høyrup, 2006:88): “Reflection is a mental activity aimed at investigating
one’s own action in a certain situation and involving a review of the experience, an
analysis of causes and effects, and the drawing of conclusions concerning future
action”. Similarly, reflection is seen as a conscious and voluntary effort to produce a
higher understanding of the problem at hand, thus making reflection a conscious
process (ibid).

Prerequisites
for reflection

Høyrup analyses the purpose of reflection from Merriam & Clark’s (1993) framework
from learning, identifying a number of conditions for reflection. One key aspect
identified is a separation through an inhibition and postponement of action. Another
is an initiate definition of the problem at hand, why changes to the current approach
is needed, as well as an integrative elaboration of ideas and feedback, thereby
returning the learner with a higher level of understanding (Høyrup, 2006:88-9)

Reflection
and its
purpose in
the game

The overall purpose of the reflective process in the learning game is a) to create an
unfreezing situation, b) to enable the participant develop, evaluate and refine
experimental problem adaptational behaviour, c) to facilitate a refreezing integration
of new and existing knowledge through attribution and identification of cause and
effect, and d) to facilitate the transfer of knowledge between the different contexts of
the game. Without the ability to transfer knowledge into the learning game, the roleplay based approach would be futile, without the ability to transfer knowledge from
the game to the mundane reality, the whole effort would be futile. The placement of
the reflective element(s) in the game is addressed further below.

Immersion
vs.
exploration

Immersion can be created through a variety of media. The more interesting part
about role-play is the combination of personal and character perspective, allowing
the participant to explore the efficiency of own vs. character skills, setting the trap
for a reflective or accommodative process.

Elements
and framing
of the roleplay

Understanding role-play and game-based learning
Whereas the purpose of the mundane reality in the model is to provide the gamebased element with perspectives, the purpose of the game based element is to allow
the participants to explore the viability of those perspectives to various problems
through experimentation. The game will then, if well designed, provide the
participant with feedback on the choice or application of perspectives, thereby
creating an interactive learning setting. If properly framed, e.g. placed within a game
didactic environment, reflective processes can be utilised to initiate and support, as
well as making the benefit available to other contexts and situations1.

1

The development of a learning game didactics is an area of attention at Centre for Learning Games/Learning Lab
Denmark, currently being developed by Thorkild Hangshøj.
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A main quality of using role-play to facilitate this process is the plurality of
perspectives put in play. As model number 3 shows, 9 different areas of attention are
called by the role-play based approach, each representing a different approach or
application of a perspective. The 9 different areas of attention are attended below:

MPerson

Mundane Reality
MP – The mundane person represents the application of knowledge in the
participants normal behaviour, based on own perspective in everyday contexts. This
is also the application which the learning environments seek to change. This
knowledge consists of the participant’s beliefs, norms, values and understandings.
The knowledge represented here consists of the participant’s schemata, including his
norms, values, believes and understandings, which are utilised in order to comply
with certain situations (von Glasersfeld, 1995). These schemata may be more or less
viable, both to external as well as the participant’s own perspective, without
necessarily being coherent. The stronger perception of viability, the more likely is it
that the participant will allow these perspectives to dominate the construction of the
role, as well as the participation in the game. There are many reasons why illadapted schemata are learned, which I will not address here. What is more important
is that a vague reinforcement on adaptability can help maintaining such (e.g. as
habits), which may function as a barrier for change.
In VG, the personal mundane perspectives represent the daily praxis for the
employmency workers, including their socially and culturally embedded approaches
to and understanding of their work.

MRole

MR – The mundane role is an artificial perspective, based upon the participant’s own
beliefs (person) and the perspectives presented (character). According to the
interpretative model (see above), the two perspectives are combined into an
integrated perspective. This integration is usually determined by the personal
perspectives, as the initial process consists of an assimilation from the personal
perspective.
The balance between the two is determined by the participant’s willingness and
ability to take on the role, ability to identify oneself with the character (Malone &
Lepper, 1987), the attractiveness of the fantasy presented (ibid), the use of primary
(perspective adding) and secondary (perspective removing) fiction (Henriksen,
2004), and facilitation (van Ments, 1999).
The MR is more seen as a point of departure and a parallel bi-product than an applied
perspective in it self. It is a temporary construct, based on the communicated
perspectives from the character used for forming an initial participation in the game.
It can therefore be seen as a temporary construct that is tested through the game.
In VG, the mundane role was a reluctant attempt to grasp the presented
perspectives, seeing a demand for learning and using them, but also a resistance
towards being forced to use something that seemed incompatible to their praxis.

MCharacter

MC – The mundane character represents the knowledge or perspectives presented by
the learning environment, particularly the part that is to be further explored through
the game. The collection of perspectives embedded the mundane character is an
island of knowledge, which is not necessarily connected to any of the participant’s
knowledge. Such knowledge is often too cumbersome to be viable to the participant’s
complex reality, or it is somehow rejected for being too incompatible with existing
perspectives (similar to starting an accommodative process, a process that takes up
a lot of energy (see von Glasersfeld (1995))
According to Ryan (1991), fiction is defined as differences from reality. In role-play,
this is typically done through the use of primary fiction, which adds perspectives and
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possibilities, and of secondary fiction, which removes perspectives and possibilities
(Henriksen, 2002). Whereas the primary fiction is used for presenting new knowledge
to the participant, the secondary is used for preventing or limiting the use of other
knowledge – usually normally available knowledge (personal).
The character perspectives are usually defined by the game designer on basis of the
learning objectives of the game, but if one prefers the existentialist approach, there
is nothing preventing a co-creative process of character between the game designer,
facilitator and participant.
In VG, the mundane character perspectives represent the content of the presented
reform, along with the tools and demands that it requires. This knowledge was
generally perceived as overwhelming, impractical and incompatible with the
complexity of the participants’ work.

GPerson

Game Context
GP – the personal perspectives are seen in the game in situations where a) the
participant is unable to link or utilise the perspectives of the character, b) rejects the
perspectives of the character, or c) where the perspectives are insufficient to the
problem at hand. The latter is especially relevant when attempting to facilitate
learning based on Papert’s (1996) constructionism, facilitating creativity, or when
trying to build bridges between theory, existing knowledge and praxis application
(see Ibid., Galarneau (2005)).
Learning games based on role-play distinguish themselves here, as they consider the
existing knowledge of the participant. These perspectives are to various degrees
treated as barriers for change and therefore attempted drowned out through
secondary fiction. If GP is applied to the learning game, chances are that the
participant will miss the point of the game. Personal perspectives may prove viable in
the game. If this is considered a problem, it may be the result of a poorly designed
learning game, or it may be a product of a too essentialistic approach to the gamedesign.
If the learning game is to facilitate a change of perspectives (e.g. through an
accommodative process), it is essential to prove the application of personal
perspectives wrong in solving the problem, thereby laying the grounds for creating
Schein’s (1962) unfreeze manoeuvre. If the game based learning processes are to
facilitate intrinsic motivation (Malone & Lepper, 1987), say for instance in Papert’s
(1996) constructionism inspired learning environment, the application of the personal
perspectives should merely prove themselves insufficient in solving the task,
encouraging the acquisition of more or new knowledge. The application of personal
perspectives to the game problems can be seen as perturbations of the game, but
can sometimes be utilised as valuable cues to making the game more true and
realistic.
In VG, participants often applied personal perspectives to the problems presented,
often instead of those of the character. Such approach has been interpreted partly as
an attempt of non-completed learning, but also an attempt to prove to the facilitator
that current, personal perspectives were sufficient, rendering those of the character
superfluous. Personal perspectives were also used for criticising the realism of the
game, especially on lack of information, imprecisions, etc.

GRole

GR – the role is present in the game as the combined perspectives of the character
and the person, applied to the game, allowing both to contribute with goals, values,
knowledge, etc. to the combined perspective. This combination represents the
perspective from which participation takes place.
The two perspectives are applied in order to solve the problem of the game, but are
at the same time in a constant struggle, attempting to prove themselves more viable
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to the problem than the other. If we allow ourselves to give the competing
perspectives objectives, a goal would be to perturbate the other, thereby rendering it
invalid to the problem or to itself. The balance between the two is determined by the
learning objectives, choice of style and facilitation. Tipping the load towards personal
perspectives would allow the participant to explore a problem setting from an
existing perspective, aiding a cementation of those; tipping the load towards the new
knowledge would demonstrate the effectiveness of such to a given problem, but
would lack the integration with existing knowledge, eventually resulting in a rejection
of the perspectives presented.
In VG, the participants quickly realised that neither the tools represented by the
character perspectives, nor their personal perspectives were sufficient in solving the
task, resulting in combinations of the two. The tools were often countered by tricks
and experience, forming basis for creatively combined application of both.
GCharacter

GC – the perspectives of the character in the game consists of representations of
knowledge, which is more or less directly applicable to the problems encountered in
the game. As the perspectives are placed in environments, in which they can
effectively applied to current and relevant problems, they are most likely to be
perceived as very effective. The perspectives of the character become less
cumbersome when situated in game, rather than the previously presented off-game
presentation (MC).
When applied in the learning game, the character perspectives are in direct
competition, not with the problems, but with proving themselves more viable in
solving the presented problems. If the participants fail in solving the problems, the
character perspectives also fail in proving themselves viable.
In VG, participants applied the character based perspectives onto the problems
presented in the game, using the tools to quickly navigating around the presented
problems. As the perspectives proved viable to realistic simulations, acceptance of
the perspectives increased.

RPerson

Reflective Sphere
RP – the reflections on personal perspectives are to help the participants in
developing, testing and refining the adaptability of their personal perspective, but
also to take a critical stance towards their efficiency. Such stance is relevant both to
evaluating viability in the game, as well as in the mundane reality.
A major purpose of the reflection here is to evaluate the viability of different
perspectives across different contexts, both in order to render some as insufficient,
but also for the development and construction of new applications of personal
perspectives.
In VG, participants reflected on the viability of their personal perspectives across the
game context and their mundane reality, finding both advantages and disadvantages.
The participants were keen on maintaining their personal perspective, even when
new knowledge proved just as useful, which was seen as an attitude against change.

RRole

RR – the reflections on the role has a triple purpose; first to play a part in the
unfreeze in rendering existing perspectives insufficient, second to move to a viable
combination of personal and character perspectives under the given circumstances,
and third to utilise the refreezing process to bridge a transfer between the two
contexts.
The reflections on the role plays an important part in the refreezing process, as they
assist the participant in evaluating the viability of the applied perspectives, thereby
forming the basis of an integration of the new knowledge, experienced in a new
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setting, and the existing perspectives of the participant.
In VG, the reflective combination of the character and personal perspectives was
considered the major contribution of the learning game. It enabled the participants to
integrate their existent knowledge with the presented knowledge, thereby combining
the two to a new level of performance. Such integration proved helpful in both
creating a new, integrated understanding of the field, as well as creating an
approach, which could be transferred from the game context to the participant’s
mundane reality.
RCharacter

RC – the reflections on character perspectives are aimed at addressing the viability of
the presented knowledge and perspectives across the different contexts and the
problems presented by those contexts.
In VG, constructive reflections on the character perspective is considered one major
benefit from the game, as the participants gradually acknowledged the benefit of the
perspectives of the game, but also that they gradually ceased attributing their
success to game-contextual factors. The perspectives were considered beneficial to
the game context, but were, through the reflective process, bridged to the mundane
reality of the participants, thereby allowing them to perform a knowledge transfer
between the two contexts.

Summing up
the process

Deconfirmation of
sufficiency

To sum up, the structure proposes a process that encourages the participant to
consider the basis of ones own agency, first in the game, and thereafter accordingly
to the participation in mundane reality. Resistance is likely to be encountered
towards the new perspectives. If this was not the case, teaching could be reduced to
a communication across motivational and perceptual filters. The game context was
utilised to produce new perspectives to both personal and character perspectives,
utilising diverse reflective tools in order to facilitating both the formation of a new
understanding, as well as a knowledge transfer to the mundane reality of the
participant.
Appling the educational perspective
A major issue of the process presented above is the essentialistic de-confirmation of
the sufficiency of existing, personal perspectives and approaches to a particular
problem. If this de-confirmation is not conducted, it is unlikely that the participant
will realise the value of the perspectives presented, thereby reducing the motivation
to learn this material.

Schein’s (1962) concept of unfreeze-move-refreeze based learning is very applicable
to such learning process. As Schein seeks to bring his students into facing and
recognising the insufficiency of current knowledge or approaches, a similar approach
is utilised in the above example in order to facilitate a shift of perspective, from the
personal perspectives, towards those of the character. Such process is not motivated
by entertaining the participant, but rather by utilising a goal-orientated incentive
towards mastering the situation, rather than feeling insufficient to it. Such motivation
Intrinsic &
combines intrinsic and extrinsic participational incentives, making it somehow difficult
Extrinsic
to place within the framework of Malone & Lepper (1987). The overall motivation for
incentives
participating in the educational role-play is obviously game-external, which points
for
participation towards the extrinsic incentives. The role-play does, on the other hand, help us
creating bubbles of intrinsic motivation by being able to actualise its problems to the
participant. The desire to being able to master a situation is not limited to a cognitive
desire for situational adaptation (von Glasersfeld, 1995), but is also likely to be
fuelled by social incentives, especially if the task is considered prestigious to the
participant.
Understanding the game
from
Schein’s
perspective

In VG, the participants were keen on proving the effectiveness of their existing
knowledge and approach, either to the facilitator, to each other, or to themselves. As
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long as this perspective stood unchallenged, the new perspectives were rejected, but
as soon as the unfreeze process had had its effect, the participants’ eyes were open
to its viability to the presented problems. The tools were then considered means for
re-achieving mastery in situation presented by the game.

Reflection,
flow and the
magical
circle

The problem of Reflection
The question of reflection is addressed by Paras & Bizzocchi (2005) as problematic
when trying to maintain the magical circle or a state of flow (p.6). The problem
arises as reflection encourages a critical view on the game based activity, thereby
cancelling out the conditions originally used to produce the play-like state of mind.
Reflection is, on the other hand, a crucial element in change learning. Without
reflection to draw upon and evaluate game-external resources, a game-internal
adaptation is produced, making the main benefit of the game an ability to play the
game, which is not considered as a desirable objective.

Placing the
reflective
element

The reflective process is usually seen as a mean for facilitating transfer, making the
conclusions of the game available to the mundane reality of the participants. One
such approach is presented by van Ments (1999), using reflective processes to sum
up and evaluate after a role-play (and thereby outside the magical circle), thereby
facilitating transfer. A somewhat different approach is offered by Paras & Bizzocchi
(2005), attempting to embed the reflectional process in the game itself in order to
prevent the reflectional process in forcing the participant out of the magical circle.

4 positions

Four placements of reflectional processes can be identified in learning games (see
model 4), each orientated differently in the game design, and each with its own pros
and cons:

MODEL 4:
Reflection
placement

Model 4: Placement of the reflective element
Break-away
reflection

Reflection in
Action
PreReflection

Prereflection

Postreflection

Game
Context

PostReflection

Pre-reflection covers the situation in learning games, where the game content is
revealed to the participants before start, allowing them to plan their approach
beforehand. The approach is usually seen within training environments where the
participants are to train planning and execution.
The main consequences of this approach is that a plan is formed to be tested during
the learning game, thereby framing learning games as experimental settings of
simulated practice. The approach is limited by the need for ongoing, evaluative
reflection, causing plan corrections during the game.
Post-reflection covers situations where the learning games is applied and completed,
after which reflection is used to sum up events, evaluate and make the benefit
transferable to other contexts. Such approach is recommended (if not seen as
mandatory) by van Ments (1999), but has by some also been viewed as additional
learning context.
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The main consequences of this approach is that events and experiences of the game
are reframed, shared and put up for discussion, allowing lines to be drawn from the
game context to the mundane reality. The approach is limited by lacking an ongoing
reflection, which would allow the participant in reaching higher levels of participation,
performance and learning during the game.
Reflection in
action

Reflection in action was originally termed by Schön (1983), seeking to producing an
ongoing reflection, occurring parallel to participating in a praxis. The purpose is to
embed a reflective process into the task at hand, allowing an ongoing adaptation and
development to a context or a problem. Such approach is suggested by Paras &
Bizzocchi (2005), attempting to find place for the reflective process without breaking
the magical circle by embedding the reflection as an endogenous game process.
A mean for facilitating such reflection, is by embedding reflective phases into the
game mechanics. An example is by using shared perspectives and goals, allowing
group-based participation, thereby opening a room for discussion and shared
reflection within the game.
The main consequence of this approach is that it allows an ongoing adaptation to the
context or problem, thereby forming basis for improving the benefit. A main
limitation is caused by the high demands placed upon the game design when trying
to build endogenous game mechanics (addressed by Habgood, Ainsworth & Benford
(1995)). It seems evident that an ongoing reflection will facilitate more adaptive
behaviour in the game, but it is questionable if it affects the overall benefit of the
learning game.

Break-away
reflection

Break-away reflection is produced in game-pauses, asking the participant to stop and
reflect on participation, strategies, goals, etc. The purpose is to give the participant
new perspectives on his current participation.
Break-away reflection is almost certain to break the magical circle, and should be
used with caution in learning games. To my experience, break-away reflection often
triggers irritation (“we were doing so well until you interrupted us”), or are simply
ignored by the participants. Another likely event is that participants seek to get the
reflection over with in to get back to the game in a hurry, pretty similar to when the
learning element is encountered in a classical edutainment.
The main consequence of this approach is a reflection upon current participation. The
approach is limited by breaking the magical circle, and eventually producing irritation
among the participants. The approach was however successfully applied during VG,
where it was used to focus the use of certain tools and perspectives, thereby
promoting the use of the character perspectives.
The different approaches can be utilised to meet different purposes in the game
based learning setting. The main contribution of such different approaches is that it
allows us to implement reflective processes several places in the learning
environment, creating a foundation for a combined approach. The different
approaches may yield different results, dependent on the used participational
incentive; whereas the use of break-away from an entertaining circle of magic will
produce an irritating sense of contrast, the same approach to a learning game based
on social, goal orientated or frustration inducing incentives, the breakaway may have
a different effect.
The main concern for the implementation of reflective processes in learning games is
to prevent them from undermining or disturbing the participational incentive.
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Reflections
and flow

Going Beyond Flow
The above combination of Schein’s theory on learning with the interpretative
approach to role-play is an accommodative process, dependent on an ability and
opportunity to reflect upon the process, preferably in action. Question is now, if we
want to embed reflectional processes into the game, what emotional experience
should we then choose as an approach?
As previously mentioned, games are often brought into the educational setting for
their ability to engage and motivate its participants, seeking to produce an
immersive, entertaining and attention consuming experience to its participants.

Mechanisms
for creating
fun

Addressing
flow

A commonly used frame for analysing and designing such experience is
Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975) concept of flow, which is widely seen as an aim for the
game based learning experience (Prensky, 2001), Koester (2005), Paras & Bizzocchi
(2005), Habgood, Ainsworth & Benford (1995). As Prensky puts it “In Digital GameBased Learning, one of the biggest challenges is to keep the players in the flow state
in the game and in the learning simultaneously; no easy task, but enormously
rewarding when successful.” (2001:125). However, when reading Csikszentmihalyi’s
conditions for flow, they seem less productive in producing learning environments to
meet certain learning objectives: “a sense that one’s skills are adequate to cope with
the challenges at hand, in a goal–directed, rule-bound action system that provide
clear rules as to how well one is performing. Concentration is so intense that there is
no attention left to think about anything irrelevant, or to worry about problems. Selfconsciousness disappears, and the sense of time becomes distorted.” (1990:71).
Reflection is, on the other hand conditioned by an ability and opportunity to stop and
think about the hows and whys, as well as being able to postpone action, quite
contrary to flow, as the participant here is encouraged to perform to the maximum of
his capability, effectively preventing the participant from postponing action.

Flow inhibits
reflection

The problem arises when focus is shifted from learning to performing, when attention
is narrowed down to only focussing on the given task, letting out self-consciousness
and problem external perspectives. To Maturana & Varela (1992), reflection takes
place outside the domain of production, claiming that performance demands will
inhibit reflection. Reflection is thereby inhibited by the flow state, an important point
noted by Paras & Bizzocchi (2005:6). To the reflective process required in the
presented model on game-based learning, an ability to reflect on the viability of
diverse and combined perspectives is crucial, as well as a sense of self-consciousness
in order to bridge the presented with the personal. This makes it pretty obvious that
flow is not a desired state when facilitating change or reflective processes.

Analytical
model

Even though the flow state itself is undesirable to the current learning objective,
Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975) model proves valuable for analytical purposes, as well as
his observation that we strive towards states of flow, which are, seen in the span
between skills and challenges, a strive towards task or problem mastery.
In order to produce the basis for facilitating reflection, the learning game must seek
to place its activities outside the flow area of the model. Additionally, the flow area
can, according to Csikszentmihalyi be considered as a magnet, pulling the participant
towards it. If the combination of Schein and the interpretative model is analysed
from within the flow framework, the participants would experience a combination of
staging and solving activities, forming a stairway rather than a line based trajectory.
This is illustrated in figure 5:

Moving
beyond flow
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Model
Display
Stairway

Model 5: The Stairway
Perception
of Challenge
Staging

Conveyance

Solving
Flow state
Mastery

Perception of own Skills
The stairway consists of two activities and two experiences, produced by these
activities:

Staging,
leading to an
adaptive
desire

Producing
cognitive
dissonance

Staging and Conveyance
The staging process is the process that allows the participant to immerse into the
magical circle of the learning game. By accepting and acknowledging the problems
and values of the game, these become current and relevant to solve to the
participant (Henriksen, 2002). Such process is described with Huizinga (1938) as the
suspension of disbelief.
The main purpose of the staging is to pull the participants into an acceptance of the
relevance of the game content. This is done through the use of various incentives,
e.g. competition, fantasy or social incentives, enabling the game to stretch
motivation beyond activities that are immediately entertaining. The staging
incentives can be used for making the participant see and accept the importance of a
task beyond current ability, which from the flow-perspective would frame the activity
as anxiety producing.
The result of the staging process is to place the participant in a situation, that is a)
unsolvable from current knowledge, and b) consisting of problems that are perceived
as current and relevant for the participant to solve. Such span between own abilities
and the desire to solve the current problem is likely to be perceived as frustrating,
creating a desire to eliminate the frustrating element. 3 strategies are available to
the participant; one is leaving the set, the other two are suggested by Lazerus &
Folkman (1984), suggesting an emotional or problem-focussed approach to the
frustration. Whereas the first and the second seek to eliminate the frustrating
element, the latter seeks to address the lack of ability to solving the presented
problem. If the staging fails to immerse and encourage its participant, a problemavoiding strategy is likely to be applied, whereas a successful staging will encourage
the participant in solving the task. The result of a successful staging is an adaptive
desire to master the frustrating situation.
Malone & Lepper (1987) presents several incentives that can be utilised as a
successful staging, e.g. competition, fantasy, curiosity or social desire, whereas a
combination of curiosity and fantasy is suggested by the literate Brooks (1992),
framing the desire for the story as a powerful incentive.
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Namely the narrative desire is utilised in the game Homicide, where participants are
given bits of a crime story, which encourages them to solve several tasks in order to
gain more bits of the story.
At the end of the staging process, conveyance takes place. The cause of the story is
handed over from the staging events to the participants, allowing them to define
their task at hand and then start the solving process. The size of the conveyance is
dependent on the task; solving a simple piece of math implies a small conveyance,
whereas conveyance plays a major role in Papert’s (1996) constructionist games.
In VG, the participants were staged in a situation, which was relevant to their prior
education and current job, giving them a social incentive to solve it. Being able to
solve it was expected from them. The frustrating part was the new tools,
encouraging several to refrain from taking an active part, whereas others accepted
the staged importance, taking on the task. Before solving the presented challenge,
the participants defined their task, planning what information and what positions to
obtain through the game activity.

Solving,
leading to a
feeling of
mastery

Solving and Mastery
The solving activity consists of the participant’s effort to solve the presented
problem, utilising whatever means made available by the game to solve the task.
This could for instance be embedded knowledge, presented character perspectives or
personal perspectives.
During the solving activity, the game can present specific content to be learned, or it
can use its mechanics to provide the participant with feedback on choices, decisions
or actions. The experimental application of knowledge during the game is considered
the main learning activity in the game.
Participation in the solving task is driven by the previous staging effort, as well as an
experience of moving closer to solving the staged problems. One significant driver is
the actual solving of current problems, producing a sensation of mastery (see.
Malone & Lepper (1987)). This sensation of mastery occurs when the participant
experiences that his skills meets his challenges, which may allow him to move in to
the emotionally rewarding flow area (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975).

Differences

In VG, the solving activity consisted of a staged assessment task, applying the
various tools onto the process. A sensation of mastery was achieved either through
positive feedback from the game, or through the succeeding evaluation.
The two presented processes each contribute to the same process, but differ in
several ways; whereas the staging is produced by the teacher or facilitator, the
solving task is performed by the participant. Another important difference lies in their
challenge; the challenge of staging lies in creating an interesting game, whereas the
solving part depends on the designer’s ability to turn the setting into a problemembedded learning game.
In VG, only one phase of staging and one of solving was employed. The situation was
staged, and then solved. In Homicide, several of each stage was employed, thereby
forming the ladder displayed in model 5. The difference in educational benefit from
the two approaches, as well as the effect of the size of the step is a matter of further
study.

From drill &
practice to
advanced
learning
processes

Summing up
To sum up on the presented perspectives, the main consequence for considering
non-entertaining participational incentives in learning games is that they unlock new
uses for learning games. Rather than being a tool for simple drill-and-practice
learning situations, learning games can be used for facilitating advanced learning
processes, such as change learning and other reflection based processes.
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Taking
existing
knowledge
into account

Utilising the
unique
features of
the game

Especially the role-play based approach to game based learning is fruitful, as it
allows the learning process to take the participant’s existing knowledge or praxis into
account, thereby tailoring the benefit to meet the specific demands of each
participant. It is important to notice that the entertaining approach cannot cover all
learning purposes.
Participational incentive, feedback mechanism or content provider?
A key issue in utilising learning games for advanced learning processes, is to
integrate its ability to provide participational incentives and its ability to provide
content and feedback mechanisms. Participational incentives must be adapted to the
learning objective, and thereby to the content, as well as the participational
incentives must be embedded in the content.

Games as providers of participational incentives
As mentioned earlier, there is a tendency to think games as providers of
participational incentive, either by making the learning experience entertaining (e.g.
Contribution Prensky, 2001; Koester 2005)(Gee,2003)(Konzack, 2003), producing various
emotions connected to fun (Koester, 2005)(Habgood, Ainsworth & Benford, 1995)
to the
learning
producing various states of flow (Paras & Bizzocchi, 2005)(Habgood, Ainsworth &
process
Benford, 1995). The model presented above, which attempts to combine the
interpretive model with Schein’s (1962) Unfreeze-move-ReFreeze, is utilising a
somehow reverse approach to facilitating participational incentive. Whereas
entertainment, fun and flow seeks to produce a pleasant experience to the
participant, using this pleasure to keep him participating, the presented approach
seeks to induce an unpleasant emotion into the participant, using our natural
tendency to avoiding the such for creating a learning process. Such frustration based
learning processes may not seem that charming, but are actually rather common in
learning settings, e.g. as fuel in goal-orientated learning settings or in competitions.
The integration of participational incentives calls for an understanding of how games
are designed.
In VG, frustration arised as the current, personal, but also desired perspectives
proved insufficient in solving the task at hand. The provided character perspectives
could then slowly be added to an experimental process, in which they were explored
by gradually being applied to the problem and evaluated accordingly. In this
situation, frustration worked as an incentive for testing the new perspective instead
of applying the usual (and desired perspective).

Integrating
the feedback
mechanism

Games as feedback mechanisms
A more content related use of game based learning is the element of feedback in
order to help the participants in evaluating their efforts. The game must provide the
participants with feedback on the success of actions and strategies employed,
thereby allowing the participant to experiment through perspective application and
reflection on viability. Such integration calls for a close integration of game-design
and learning theory.
In VG, feedback was provided through the reactions of other participants. If a tool
was successfully applied, it provided the participants with new information, which
would bring them further to their goal of performing a correct assessment.
Unsuccessful application merely produced useless information at the cost of time. To
the experienced employmency workers, such information could easily be interpreted
and used as a progress-measuring score in the game.

Embedding
content into
the game

Games as content providers
Games seem inferior to many other learning environments in communicating static,
knowledge or perspectives (Henriksen, 2004), but seem useful for learning
processual knowledge, such as application, integration and such. Habgood, Ainsworth
& Benford (1995) recommends embedding the learning content into the core
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mechanics of the game itself, thereby ensuring that the mere participation in the
game provides the participant with exposure to the content of the learning game.
A rare example of an endogenous integration of content into a game mechanics is
provided by Homicide (Drabssag/Melved), in which the participants solve science
tasks (e.g. conducting a gun-powder analysis) in order to solve the game. Such
integration calls for a thorough understanding of the content stated by the learning
objective.
In VG, the tools provided by the character perspectives were the content, embedding
the content in every single attempt of acting or applying the tools in the game. The
character perspectives were provided by the National Labour Market Authority.
Gamedesigner
Learning
theorists
Contentspecialist

An
innovative
approach is
needed that
goes beyond
entertainment

In order to meeting these three areas of attention, a broad call for competencies is
needed in order to design an effective learning game. Providing the participational
incentives calls for the game-designer, whereas the implementation of feedback
mechanism and other means for facilitating the learning process calls for learning
theorists or for a didactic frame for learning games. Finally, to orientation and
qualification of the content of the learning game calls for a specialist within the given
area.
Conclusive
If role-play based learning games is to meet its full potential within educational
settings, there is a need for an innovation of the common understanding of games in
order to set us free of the assumption that games should be entertaining. This calls
for a tremendous work, not only to provide designers with the proper tools for
designing such games and designing them, there is also a call for a marketing effort
to eliminate the entertainment assumption among those who use and order learning
games.

Empirical
investigation
of the
framework

The presented framework on game design presented in this paper is to be tested on
INSEAD’s CHANGEMASTERS, a game based learning environment aimed at
facilitating personal and organisational change. This empirical testing is planned to
take place in the latter part of 2006.
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